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MIDDLE DOESN’T MEAN

MEDIOCRE
DAN CATER

R&R Chair for Junior High / Middle School Choirs
Choir Director, Simmons Middle School

We’ve all been there; sitting in
the audience at an underwhelming, even boring middle school
choir concert or musical performance. Perhaps we’ve even been
at the podium for a few of those
concerts. A dull, uninspired
performance isn’t the fault of
those middle school students.
Rather, it is the fault of the adults
in leadership roles surrounding
those students. Our perception of
students at the middle level, our
expectations for our own performances, and the literature we
choose for them to sing can go
a long way towards what those
students can achieve, and the
quality of the work they can do.
At my school, we perform our
musical in October of each
year. At the time of writing this
article, we have just wrapped up
our production. I have a great
friendship and working relationship with our theatre teacher,
Delle Kincaid. Anyone who has
seen one of her productions
knows that she doesn’t settle for
mediocre.
“It’s about where I set the bar,”
says Kincaid. “I don’t set the
bar for middle school. I set the
bar for a good production. I’m
not going to dumb things down
because I’m working with a teen-

ager. We want to create something
excellent; above and beyond. So, I
set the bar there and communicate
those expectations to the kids.” And
it shows. Every year after our musical, one of the most frequent pieces of feedback we receive is, “I can’t
believe those are middle schoolers.”
For Delle Kincaid, it isn’t about the
age of her actors, but rather about
whether or not they can meet her
high expectations. We must have in
our minds a well formulated, ideal
sound for our choirs, and work tirelessly until we achieve that sound.
But, as choir directors, we cannot
completely ignore the age of our
singers in pursuit of our lofty goals
for them. There are many vocal

SIMMONS SYNERGY
» Michelle Berg, Hoover Sun

considerations we must make
especially for singers at the middle
school level. We cannot blindly
pursue our ideal sound. There are
very real limitations and unique
circumstances we must consider. So
how do we accomplish both? The
short answer is: I’m still not sure.
But, one thing we can do is make
sure we are selecting quality literature for our middle school singers.
This is much easier said than done,
I’m afraid.
I have no friends in the choral
music publishing business, and I
probably won’t win any more with
this article. So I have no problem
saying that most choral music published for middle school is simply
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rubbish. Publishers seem to
be leading the “middle means
mediocre” charge. Goofy texts,
uninteresting melodic lines,
and boring accompaniments
litter the catalog. I cannot
bring myself to teach a piece
that I know my students will
have no interest in. We must
work to dig through the dross
and find those rare pieces
written with meaningful texts,
singable but interesting melodies, and inventive accompaniment. There are composers
out there writing great music
just for middle school choirs.
We owe it to our students, our
audiences, and to ourselves to
find and perform this music.
One middle school conductor
and composer who is doing
just that is J. Reese Norris
from Hernando Middle School
in Hernando, Mississippi. Mr.
Norris is an expert at literature selection, and is making a
name for himself in composition as well.
“In terms of composition,
the first and most impor-

SIMMONS SYNERGY
» 2015 / 2016

tant aspect is a moving text. If
the text is not intriguing and
powerful, musical creativity
doesn’t come. Secondly, it must
be melody-driven. I want the
singers to walk away from
rehearsals singing my song, and
that can only happen if the text
is melody driven. In terms of
harmony, I pay very, very close
attention to voice leading so that
we can come to cool harmonic
landing spots the easy way. I
also endeavor to support the
singers with a strong and beautiful accompaniment, pairing
instruments with text, etc,” says
Norris.
This is all well and good if you
happen to have the compositional chops that Reese Norris has.
But if, like me, you do not, Reese
has some advice there as well.
“When I’m selecting music that
other composers have written, I
look for music where composers
have done exactly what I like to
do,” he says.
Middle school kids can do so
much more than people think.
It is up to us to give them the

opportunity to truly excel and
exceed expectations. Let’s set the
bar high; not based on the fact
that they are middle school kids,
but based on what we know is
a good sound. Then let’s push
them to achieve that goal! When
it comes to literature selection,
the backbone of our program,
let’s strive to choose better music. It’s out there; we just have
to find it. Look for moving and
meaningful texts, interesting
melodies, and accompaniments
that could almost stand alone as
beautiful pieces. Let’s shatter the
perception that middle school
students are only capable of
mediocrity in the performing
arts. Middle can mean masterful.
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URPOSEFUL
LANNING

6

PURPOSEFUL
PLANNING FOR

CHORAL PROGRAMS
THE CONCERT PROGRAM VS. THE CURRICULUM

.........................................................................................
JAMES BROWN
R&R Chair for Youth & Student Activities
Assistant Professor of Choral Music
Troy University

SELECTING THE MUSIC:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Is the text worthwhile? Is the message of sufficient value?
Is the music artistically
conveived? Does it reflect
the text?

Needs and particular interests of
the age group? Emotional appeal?
Physical limitations of
singers?

Are the parts sufficiently interesting?
Authenticity of style when
considering arrangements?

Does the score justify the rehearsal time?
Authenticity of style when
considering arrangements?

THE AUDIENCE:
Are you singing in a concert hall, a
church, or in a gymnasium-cafetorium,
meeting hall etc.? The space influences
the repertoire choices. If it is appropriate
to sing music of a light nature, something
patriotic, popular, or occasional, the music
need not be of poor quality. Those are particular occasions with captive audiences,
which enable you to talk to the audience,
develop rapport and support, and present
a program of good quality that will fulfill
your entertainment mission.
When you select the first piece on the
program choose something that is relatively straightforward and vigorous.
Remember that this piece is really your
calling card. The audience sees what you
look like, how you behave on stage, and
how you sound. That is the purpose of
that first piece. Listeners are not ready for
a profound experience yet because they
are coming out of their visiting, shuffling,
settling frame of mind. Quiet, subtle selections should be programmed carefully so
that the mood is appropriate to what you
want the audience to understand and feel.
The most difficult music, which is hardest
to listen to, should be about three-quarters of the way through the first half of
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the program. That is the time that the audience is most
intellectually prepared to receive it.
Consider your audience in planning the length. Shorter
is better, particularly if you are skilled in chatting with
the audience. Keep your remarks brief, about the music
or the program, truly informative, somewhat on the light
side, and articulate. A program that is one and a half
hours in length is sufficient. Audiences should want to
hear more. Your goal should be to achieve unity as well
as variety. That can be challenge.
Variety can be achieved by choosing contrasting styles
either within an historical period or by contrasting the
periods themselves. Also, mood, length, tonality, mode,
rhythmic character, and texture are important ingredients to successful programming. Other ideas include
featuring vocal or instrumental soloists, or both, either
within or in addition to the choral selections. Voicing
changes such as TTBB, SSA, SATB within program
groups can be effective if logistics will permit. Combined
programs of various groups tend to build in a natural
variety.
Unity as well as variety is often achieved in the choral
program by selecting publications that fall into three
or more groups and that have some
definite literary or stylistic relationship
to each other – for example, sacred
music, folk songs, and contemporary
music. It is a usual practice to begin
a program with a group of sacred
selections that represent various
periods or styles and end the program
with folksongs or contemporary music
that would fall into a lighter mode.
Including composer dates and program
notes is an effective way to teach the
audience.

•
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example, subtle sacred pieces usually will not open a program successfully nor will they open a program grouping
unless that audience is quite sophisticated and ready to
engage immediately. In America, that is rarely the case
at choral concerts. Remember that choral singing is still
regarded as an amateur art form. Audiences reflect that
image unlike audiences for symphony orchestras or
chamber music.
All audiences consist of individuals with varying musical
tastes. Sometimes a program, which is “theme-based”, is
a wise choice when one anticipates the eclectic nature of
our audiences. A program of music by American Composers might have a title such as A Taste of America. On
such a program one might feature not only music by
American composers, but also music by American poets.
Can one achieve variety by selecting only American music given our relatively brief history, which spans only
about 250 years? Of course one can. Music of the early
New England composers such as William Billings, then
moving to Stephen Foster, MacDowell and some of the
later nineteenth-century composers, to modern twentieth-century and on to folk music would offer a wonderful palette of music for audiences and singers. What a
wonderful opportunity such a program would be to teach
the history of American choral music.

The notion of program sequence as
it has traditionally been used in this
country often follows a scheme of
moving from serious to lighter moods
and from early periods to contemporary compositions. There is nothing
wrong with that idea but there are all
sorts of interesting alternatives. For

ALLAN ROSTRON
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IDEAS ABOUT
PERFORMANCE
THE RENAISSANCE (1400-1600)
Meter and Stress: Unmetered; stress alignment with natural speech stress; no downbeat stress; no sense of barline.
Tempo: Determined by syllabic setting of
text and mood; melisma controls tempo;
beauty of vocal line must be revealed; when
each syllable is on a different note the tempo
may be pushed. Major influences of tempo
include spiritual and poetic content of the
text and complexities of tonal vocabulary,
dissonance and cadences. Complex music
necessitates a somewhat slower tempo than
simple, straightforward music, so that the
intricacies of the music are given ample
attention and treatment. Tempo changes
are only for contrasting moods and texts.
Rallentando did not exist. The composer
usually affects this by lengthening notes.
Some freedom of relaxation is permitted at
final cadences.
Dynamics: Always analogous to text; dynamics must deepen the affect of the text so
that choices are clearly dependent on mood
in the text; dynamic levels are moderate,
seldom extreme; considering high degree
of consonance, pervading imitation, lack of
harmonic complexity, and restraints inherent in the style, a climax seldom occurs and
was not sought by composers of the period;
seamless dovetailing of cadences is essential.
Tone Quality: Originally the church music
was rendered by men and boys, hence, the
influence of pure tone which is natural to
the boy’s voice; tone should be light and
clear with minimal vibrato; vowel purity
and homogeneity is essential; justification
for forward, light, non-vibrato tone is purely
empirical, not historical and it is probably

based more on the requirements of the music than anything else.
Pitch: Pitch reference during the period was
the organ and organ pitch varied greatly
from instrument to instrument; chamber
pitch and choir pitch (Praetorious); entirely
discretionary to the performers; performers
should feel free to choose the pitch which is
most comfortable.
Texture: Primarily contrapuntal; exclusively a linear melodic concept; 3 to 6 or more
parts; points of imitation are emphasized;
often motivic; sometimes instruments are
appropriate; entrances are definite and
precise; accompanying parts need to recede;
ornamentation was used usually prescribed
in performance practice by tradition, not
written down.
Expressive Qualities: Tends to sound remote
and restrained; the subtle points of harmonic stress and release govern the expression
along with the natural aspects of text (syllabic) stress and release. Most of the sacred
music should be performed in an atmosphere of quiet reflection. Heavy, dramatic
quality should be avoided. The sacred music
was definite service music and was meant to
heighten the worship-spiritual experience.
It had nothing to do with performance.
Live acoustics are better for the music than
dry. Word painting was critical. Music used
to depict various ideas often was given a
particular music formula such as ascending
melody to depict the ascension into heaven.
Secular music, although lighter than our
modern concepts of singing, should never be
given an insipid performance. Rhythmic interplay may be lively, crisp, and compelling.
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BAROQUE (1600-1750)
Meter and Stress: The bar line and
metered music came into being; accents
tend to occur at regularly spaced
intervals; precise meter and stress are
essential; often stress occurs as a result
of a shortened note value before the
stressed beat; slight separation between
notes for clear articulation, particularly
during melisma is appropriate (Robert
Donington describes this as “a slight
silence or rather a new silence may
occur between every two notes.. it is
less articulate than the staccato, but
more so than the legato, and it must
be consciously cultivated); tendency to
sing too legato, although legato is entirely appropriate on longer notes; dots
are often meant to be double dotted
and some dotted rhythms should be
sung like triplets; detache is appropriate to vocalism; appoggiatura is often
used both written out and expected as
performance practice; sesquialtera and
hemiola become the same in function;
meter signatures are signs of proportions rather than real time.
Tempo: Tendency towards the moderate
and deliberate rather than extremes;
fast tempi are interpreted today as
faster than they were ten years ago
but many scholars agree that fast
tempi should be performed with some
restraint; allegro generally meant lively
and merry while largo refers to a broad
rather than slow tempo; word painting is critical and should be taken into
account when determining the tempo;
the bass part carries the rhythm; steady
pulse; gradual accelerandi and ritardandi are inappropriate; cadences do tend
to accommodate a modest ritard except
that where the cadence occurs in terms
of the musical direction determines the
relaxation of tempo.
Dynamics: The concept of crescendo-diminuendo did not exist widely
during the Baroque; terraced dynamics
by adding or dropping voices or parts
addressed this issue (plateaus of dynamics); extreme dynamics are always

avoided; sometimes “dying away” is appropriate on a final cadence; entrances
of voices should be stressed dynamically to introduce their presence; reducing
volume a bit of sustained voices to give
car to new voices is also appropriate.
Tone Quality: From what we read, the
ideal tone to the Baroque musician was
not full and rich – rather the tendency
is to be light, thin and somewhat reedy;
the tonal concept of the Baroque is instrumental, not vocal; emphasis on tone
which accommodates agility, graces,
trills, and rapid scale passages; bel canto
developed in Italy (beautiful singing)
where emphasis was on beauty and
elegance (no one really knows the tonal
ideal); most Baroque writers on performance practice agree that the voice
should be freely produced, resonant
and have a certain amount of vibrato as
part of the technique.
Pitch: Variable from town to town;
Chorton (choir pitch) and Kammerton
(chamber music pitch) were the two
identifying pitch standards; Praetorius
states that Chorton is a major second
above Kammerton (in Prague and other
Catholic courts is was the opposite); authorities do not agree on the interpretation of pitch standards for modern day
performance; sing where it is comfortable and singable.

polyphony functions within a harmonic
framework of tonality and well-defined
chord progressions; cadences are important aspects of arrival (some heavy,
some light); imitation becomes an issue
of texture; ornamentation is also part of
the texture of the music using ornaments known as passaggio; imitation
or answering voices are also aspects of
texture announcing vocal treatments of
subjects.
Expressive Qualities: Contrast to Renaissance where emotion was expressed with restraint, the Baroque
gave freer vent to emotion; emotions
were expressed through tonal, melodic,
and rhythmic motives; major-minor
assumed emotional meanings; harmonic tension and repose were well
understood as devices of composition;
drive to a keynote was important; fewer
but stronger cadences; increased use
of dissonance for purposes of drama;
tone painting; unprepared suspension
for dramatic purpose; first time that
instrumental music assumed the importance of vocal music; singers must be as
exacting as instrumentalists; the means
of verbal representation in Baroque
music were not direct, psychological,
and emotional, but indirect, that is,
intellectual and pictorial; feelings were
stereotyped in sets of so-called affections
(these affections corresponded with the
texts).

Texture: The Baroque ushered in an
entirely different
concept of texture
where melody
reigned, supported
by a bass instrument
and chord playing
instruments (bass
continuo); the stile
moderno, as it was
called, ran simultaneously with more
churchly stile antico
which was still in the
old polyphonic style;

PICKSTAIGER
» Flickr
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CLASSICAL (1750-1820)
ROCOCO STYLE (CA. 1729 - CA. 1770):
The Rococo style has been described as a
lighter and more gracious style than the
Baroque. It was elegant and ornate; written
to please the aristocracy and the empfindsamer Stil (expressive style) was written more
for the music of the middle class. The bourgeois style reflected the attitudes of honesty and goodness and often approached the
borders of sentimentality.
Meter and Stress: Elegance and more delicate proportion; pulsation is more delicately marked than the Baroque; precision and
crisp rhythm; dotted notes are prolonged
with following notes correspondingly
quicker; slight stress to first beats in measures but the beginning tone of each period
is even more strongly stressed than the
ordinary strong beat; beginning tones after
full cadences are stronger than those of
other cadences; special rules for even and
dotted rhythms.
Tempo: Favored moderate tempi and
avoided extremes; gradually composers
added tempo markings to the score; tempo
markings were usually not numerical but
indicated with Italian words such as adagio,
allegro, etc.; Leopard Mozart lists specific
tempi descriptions; tempi were on the
bright side rather than overly slow; tempo
rubout originates in the vocal style and
transferred to instrumental (the letters of
Mozart reveal this); use of ritardando and
accelerado become more prevalent.
Dynamics: Frequently used marks were piu
forte, fortissimo, piano, piu piano, pianissimo,
poco piano, poco forte, meno piano, meno
forte, mezzo piano, mezzo forte, piano assai
and forte assai; the crescendo-diminuendo is

one of the most significant developments;
the forte-piano contrast was an unwritten
law of dynamic execution.
Tone Color & Vibrato: No wide vibrato and
no straight tone; the natural, instruments
emulated narrow vibration of the human
voice; the human voice should be natural,
even, and beautiful.
Texture: Lightness and simplicity; not
heavy textures, but transport; polyphony
was not the ideal; the bass supported the
melody but gradually during the period of
inner voices assumed greater importance
than in the Baroque, and even the previously supporting function of the bass part
gave way to one of greater flexibility and
interplay with the inner voices; appoggiaturas in cadences are assumed.
Expressive Aspects: Regular two to four bar
phrases; period structure was well-defined
and strong points of harmonic arrival are
obvious; melody reigned supreme; other
parts are supportive; ornamentation in its
fullest bloom; elegance and grace are the
patron saints; abstract
in nature, discreet in
taste and sophisticated as
opposed to psychological
and opulent; Form served
to eliminate personal
qualities and universalized the style; symmetry,
balance, clarity, and
restraint summarized
the composer’s artistic
creations; good diction
was important; rehearsal
time became important
because of public performance.

KURTFML
» Flickr
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ROMANTIC (1820-1900)
Meter and Stress: Composers were in
search of freedom from rules, sought to
break strictness of rhythm; meter changes without changing meter signature;
syncopation; displaced accents; intricate
rhythmic patterns and rhythmic surprise;
sometimes irregular phrase structure.
Tempo: Unrestrained tempo changes
and extremes; extreme tempo contrasts;
tempo closely aligned to mood; various
moods expressed within a composition;
tempo rubato developed to its ultimate;
specific indications for tempi; metronome
introduced in 1816; situations for the
use of ritardando; two schools developed
(neo-classic along with the new romanticism).
Dynamics: Extreme dynamic ranges;
Crescendi and decrescendo became
expressive devices; attempts to express
the psychological mood through dynamics; speeding up and slowly down with
a phrase became more common; sudden
climaxes; sudden stresses; more expres-

sive Italian terms were used as mood
indicators for pieces.
Texture: New harmonic relationship
were explored and harmonic chromaticism became widely used; a lessening of
harmonic drive in favor of wider expression; deceptive resolutions and obscured
cadences; avoided cadences; wandering
chromaticism; enharmonic changes with
little preparation; shifts of tonal center;
altered balance between harmony and
counterpoint to favor harmony.
Expressive Aspects: Opposition to formality, convention, authority, and tradition in
favor of abandoned expression; individual
expression became an obsession of composers; tone color and tone poems became
important; extreme ranges of instrumental color were explored; the human
voice influenced the composer greatly in
terms of dramatic expression, color, and
lyricism; extreme challenges to a cappella
singing because of chromaticism; color
contrasts are important.

MODERN (1900-PRESENT)
So many schools of composition exist in this period
that specific approaches to style not clear. Impressionism (Debussy-Ravel), Expressionism (Schoenberg),
Neo-Classicism (Stravinsky, Britten, Hindemith),
Neo-Romanticism (Orff, Hanson, Barber, Menotti), Nationalism (Vaughan Williams, Copland), the
Avant-Garde, and Eclecticism all influence the twentieth-century. With each school various imperative
prevail. No other century has challenged interpreters
of choral music like the twentieth.

U.S. ARMY
» Flickr
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VOCAL JAZZ &
SHOW CHOIR
Vocal jazz and show choirs are realities of modern
music education. If you lead such an ensemble,
here are some programming suggestions that may
be helpful:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Get in touch with the major publishers
and get sample scores. Make certain these
publishers are good and that they produce
quality publications.
Enroll in reading sessions and workshops
presented by experts.

Seek out good resources that understand
healthy vocalism for this type of music.
Select students who can deal with
the musical and vocal demands of
the score.

Choose a variety of music, which gives singers and audiences a good overview of the
popular culture including the great music.
Check locally to see if there are arrangers
that can meet the needs of your choir, before exploring outside sources (potentially a lot cheaper).
Seek out a good choreographer.

Be realistic when budgeting for an
ensemble like this, especially if there
is an interest to compete.

Pop culture musical ensembles are “popping up”
all over the country. This is a wonderful way to
help build programs and create an opportunity for
students to explore other forms of music. After
students have learned healthy vocalism and have
been exposed to a wide variety of high art music,
they can be given an opportunity to explore the

music of the pop culture. Remember that most popular repertoire was not conceived as vocal ensemble music. The vast majority of the repertoire is for
solo singers; hence, the choral ensemble is almost
always dealing with arrangements. The genesis of
the sound comes from the small vocal groups form
the 40’s (Modernaires, etc.) and it is true that these
ensembles specialized in some extraordinary harmonic, rhythmic and textural music-making which
presents wonderful opportunities for singers to
learn musical independences. This is especially
true when it comes to developing a discerning ear.
Range: (especially low range for sopranos and high
range for tenors), vocal requirements, and tonal
quality are the areas that must be investigated
when choosing the repertoire for these ensembles.
Rhythm: Rhythm can be challenging in pop music.
Tempo: Finding the “right groove” is essential to
good pop interpretation. The biggest problem in
getting singers into a good tempo is that singers get
to the vowel late. In jazz and pop styles, that vocal
problem leads to poor music making.
Vocal Jazz Articulations and Inflections: Learn the
accent markings. Too name a few: scat - use of
wordless sounds and improvised notes, often imitating jazz instruments; scoop - beginning a note
beneath its pitch, then sliding up to the correct
pitch - prominent feature of “crooners” in the
1920s-50s; drop - a note that slides chromatically
downwards to an indefinite pitch; fall - a note of
definitive pitch sliding downwards to another note
of definitive pitch; portamento - sliding in pitch
from one note to another; gliss - a continuous sliding from one pitch to another, or incidental scale
executed while moving from one melodic note to
another. Listen to: The Four Freshmen, Manhattan
Transfer, Take 6, Singers Unlimited, Pust, New
York Voices, m-pact, Phil Mattson & the P.M. Singers, Moss, Swingle Singers, Real Group, Vocation,
and A Cappella to hear fine performances.
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WHY YOU SHOULD
TAKE YOUR CHOIR
TO NASHVILLE

DESTINATIONS
. Opryland Hotel
. Wildhorse Saloon

RACHEL SMITH

. Ryman Auditorium

ACDA Choral Honor Society
Choir Director, Berry Middle School

. Grand Ole Opry

I

just returned from taking about 130 parents and
students to Nashville, Tennessee for our spring
choir trip. I must be honest -- I was a bit hesitant
on the destination, as that is my hometown. Nevertheless, I decided to take my students there because
many of them had never visited the Music City.
We first stopped at Opryland Hotel, and the students
were amazed at the beauty and grandeur of the
hotel. I typically try to schedule some “structured
downtime” in our itinerary, and for this trip, we made
reservations at the Wildhorse Saloon. My kids could
not stop talking about the FUN they had at the Wildhorse! We had a buffet dinner, and then afterwards,
someone from the venue gave a group line-dancing
lesson. The students got to dance to country hits, as
well as some tunes they were more familiar with,
and they loved it! It was a great time of interaction
between students of all grade levels.
The trip also included tours of the Ryman Auditorium, the Grand Ole Opry, Country Music Hall of Fame,
and RCA Studio B. We did a performance outside the
Country Music Hall of Fame, and we did a recording
session at RCA Studio B.

. Country Music Hall of Fame
. RCA Studio B

To stand and record in the same place Elvis Presley
and Dolly Parton sang was such a neat experience for
me as a director, and for my students. The Tennessee Performing Arts Center is known for its quality
performances, and this particular weekend, RIVERDANCE was playing. I set up a workshop through the
education outreach program at TPAC with some Irish
dancers prior to our show time. Again, my students
loved interacting with the performers and made some
wonderful memories.
RIVERDANCE exceeded my expectations, and it truly
kept my students’ attention the entire time. If you
need a new place to visit with your choir, I recommend Music City! Happy traveling!
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TRUST AND
CONFIDENCE
JEFF CAULK
R&R Chair for Boychoirs
Bagley Elementary School, K-4 Music/Choir
Corner High School, 9-12 Choir

A

wise woman once said that Trust and
Confidence are the two most important
parts of a group’s dynamic. Our singers
must have trust and confidence in us to
make for good experiences. They must have trust and
confidence in each other for great experiences.
We are the ones ultimately responsible for this. Skill
and content knowledge are important: the process of
rehearsal planning, literature selection, warm-ups as
related to the literature, content knowledge, program management, money stuff, and everything else
the job requires. As important as all these parts are,
everything flows out of the heart of the matter - your
heart and theirs.

Guard your heart above all else, for it is the source of
life.
Out of the overflow of the heart, the mouth speaks.
Do you guard your heart?
Do you take responsibility for your actions? Words?
Thoughts?
Do you make mistakes with or around students? Not
musical, personal - behavioral, moral, ethical? More
importantly, do you apologize to them when it happens?
It takes time and intentionality to do this. Be transformed by the renewal of your mind and, if you’re
spiritual life is in order, you’ll be amazed at the peace
that flows from that process of change.

Not if, but when you find your singers
falling short, teach them to apologize
when necessary. Teach your students to
take on the responsibility to do the right
thing at the right time, and to do the next
right thing.
Not if, but when you find yourself falling
short, train yourself to apologize when
necessary. Take on responsibility for yourself; do the right thing at the right time,
and do the next right thing.
These teachable moments will change
hearts. Music moves people, but music
really moves people who trust each other.

KOJI MINAMI
» Flickr
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AN ANNOTATED LIST OF GREAT CHORAL MUSIC FROM OUR BOARD!
FROM DAN CATER:
Psallam Deo | by Richard Ewer | SSA | Heritage Music Press 15/3260H | “I will sing
unto the Lord as long as I live. I will sing
praise to my God while I have my being.
I will be glad in the Lord”. | Psallam Deo is
a beautiful, sometimes almost haunting
piece for advanced middle school or moderately skilled high school women’s choirs.

FROM MELINDA DOYLE:
Not One Sparrow Is Forgotten (Recessional)
| by William Hawley | SATB with divisi | a
cappella | Colla Voce Music LLC, 37-21012 |
Premiering in 1999, the shaker hymn ³Not
One Sparrow Is Forgotten² is taken from
the book of Luke (12:6). With lilting melodies complete with dense lush harmonies
often numbers in seven or eight parts.
The American composer, William Hawley

(b. 1950), arranged this poignant setting,
which is dedicated to Dale Warland,
conductor and the Dale Warland Singers.
Duration: ca. 1:33

FROM QUINT HARRIS:
Fences | by Andre Thomas | SATB Chorus
(divisi) and piano | Text by Niel Lorenz |
Heritage Music 15/1797H | Duration: 2:45
| This piece composed by André Thomas is
in alternating 6/8 – 3/4 meter. This gives
it a very driving feel and provides energy
throughout the piece.
The vocal parts are only challenging in a
few places with large unison sections for
the verses. There is brief divisi in all parts
especially towards the end. There are
short imitative passages where confident
independent singing will be required. The
text is very interesting and is centered

around unity and knowing our place in
the world in an effort to keep hope alive
for future generations. This piece works as
an opener or a closer to a program and is
appropriate for upper level high school or
collegiate choirs.

FROM QUINT HARRIS:
Sisi Ni Moja |Jacob Narverud | SATB, piano,
djembe | Santa Barbara Publishing SBMP
1338 | This is the next great feel good
concert pleaser. “Sisi ni moja” transalates
to “We are one” and speaks of our common experiences as humans. The syncopated rhythmic melody is engaging from
the very beginning and is supported by a
native “hey-yah” in the men’s parts. The
men take up the second verse unison with
the women joining in stretto extensions of
the text. The piano accompaniment consistently drives the piece along in almost
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Jeffrey Caulk
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jcaulk@jefcoed.com

Hilen Powell

Calera Middle School

hpowell@shelbyed.org

Melinda Doyle

Montevallo University

mdoyle2@montevallo.edu

Patricia Ramirez Hacker

Huntsville Master Chorale

patriciarhacker@gmail.com

Dan Cater

Simmons Middle School

dcater@hoover.k12.al.us

Male Choirs
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Chelsea Middle School
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Amanda Slay

Hoover High School
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Mary Katherine Kilgore
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Randall Fields

Bob Jones High School

rfields@madisoncity.k12.al.us

Michael Zauchin

Oak Mountain High School

mzauchin@shelbyed.k12.al.us

Diana Preoteasa

Lawson State Community College

dpreoteasa@lawsonstate.edu

Children’s Choirs
College and University Choirs
Community Choirs
Junior High / Middle School Choirs
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Troy University
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James Brown

Troy University
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rhythmic pop motif that adds depth to
the entire work. This piece works well for
festival choirs, any high school (or upper
level middle school), as well as youth
choirs and combined choirs of any age.

FROM PAUL LITTEN:
Thirty Second Fa La La | by Donald Moore
| SATB | A nice transitional, lighthearted
holiday piece. The students love to sing it.
It has served well as a contrast between
heavier concert music and is a welcome
change of pace. I’ve also used it to take my
choirs caroling.

FROM JIM SCHAEFFER:
Call Me But Love | by Philip E. Silvey | SATB
accompanied | Carl Fischer LLC, CM9416 |
This musical setting employs text excerpted from the balcony scene from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. The two starcrossed lovers of Romeo (men) and Juliet
(women) recite monologues in the style of
a duet. This selection will fit well into your
middle school, junior high school, or high
school mixed chorus. Duration: ca. 4:07.
Click here to listen to a recording.
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